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An overview is presented on modeling alternatives. The work is devoted to provide a general

orientation on the subject to novices and non-specialists in the fielcl. The problem of upper
atmosphere modeling is presented as well as the basic trends fbllowed to solve the equations
employed lbr this purpose. It is shown that accorcling to these trencls the rnethods can be classified

as analytical-ernpirical, integral transfbrm and nurnerical. The essentials ofthese three categories
are discussed and commented upon. A briefaccount oftheir historical evolution is also included.

It allows the reader to observe that, in spite of the present sophistication, the foundations on

which the rnethods are grounded remain unchangecl.
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INTRODUCTION

In the last four decades extensive research effort was

done to irnprove our knowledge about the earth's upper

atmosphere environment. As a result, our understanding

ofthe physical processes governing its behavior now seems

reasonably cornplete. At this tirne it is adequate to look at

the rnodeling alternatives to reproduce its behavior.

The upper atrnosphere is a medium cornposed of
neutral and charged particles which interact mutually and

are subjected to the action ofexternal forcing ofsolar origirr

and constrained by the action ofgravitational, electric and

magnetic fields. To model this medium is to find a

satisfactory time description of the behavior of its
constituent particles in a chosen space range. Modeling is

necessary because it is not feasible to observe the mediuur

structul'e and dynamics at all places and at all times.

Upper atmosphere modeling is by no means an easy

task. The involved aspects are so nlany that we just rnention

a few which are suffìcient to give to the problem enouglt

cornplexity.

a)The external forcing is variable in time (solar cycle

variation, solar activity variation etc.).

b)Tlre neutral and charged particles behave differently

but interact rnutually.

c)The local action of the external forcing may be well
understood (heating and excitation ofneutral particles and

ionization) but its subsequent consequences are manifested

elsewhere in space (because ofphotoelectron transport) or

in time (due to recornbination of charged particles).

d) The earth's curvature and the tilting of the earth's

rotational axis relative to the nonnal to the ecliptic plane

introduce peculiar space and time characteristics on the

atmospheric behavior (difference between polar and

seasonal asymmetries).

e)The rnain geomagnetic dipole is tilted relative to the

earth's rotational axis.

The behavior of the upper atmosphere considered as

its response to the driving rnechanisrns presents au average

or regular behavior, which corresponds to the clirnatology

ofthe mediuur. However, the systern of neutral and charged

particles has also an irregular feature due to either localized

or short-tirne actions of the external forcing, which is

referred to as its weather (see Schunk & Sojka, 1996a).

We will be concerned here with the climatology ofthe upper

atmosplrere.

The space-tirne behavior of the upper atrnosphere
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particles is properly described by the Boltzmann equation
(see Schunk, 1977; Barakat & Schunk, 1982 Zanlutti,
1994) which is wlitten as:

õ.f lôt +y.Yf'+ ct.v,,.f =(ôf),,,, +(õf),,,, (1)

wheref(4 y t) isthe distribution function which at a given

instant of tirne l, expresses the density of particles occupying

an average position ¿ having an average velocity v. I-Iere V

stands for the gradient operator in the space coordinates,

V,, for the gradient operator in velocity cooldinates, ø is

the acceleration imposed by the external forces, (8fl 
"", 

is

the rate of change of/due to collision of particles and þfl r,,

is the rate of change of .f by external driving mechanisms.

The acceleration a is given by:

ct=G+(Ol*)(E+rx¿) (2)

where G is the resultant of the mechanical forces acting on the

considered particle, Q and m are the particle charge and lnass

respectively, E and B are the electric and tnagnetic fields. The

non-specified quantities wilt be detailed later on in this work.

The rnodeling problern can be characterized as that

of finding the pararnetels, which specify the functional
re lation:

.f = P(.f,,) (3)

connectin g a prospective parameter-dependent distribution

functiou, I for the actual non equilibrium state, to a

distribution function,./-, fol the equiIibrium situation of (1).

Two alternatives wele considered theoretically:

a) The kinetic approach;

b) The fluid approach.

The first rnethod is ¡nuch rnore general and is used in

sorne localized phenomena (e.g. equatolial electrojet, polar

wind). No constraint is imposed as to the fonn oflwhich is

chosen to rnatch the observed physical characteristics. The

second method called also rnultirnoment method applies

to regular behavior of rnost of the upper atmospl.rere. It
consists in the use of an orthogonal polynomial expansion

about the equilibrium distribution function (see Zarnlutti,

1994 and references therein for a review). A set of
hydrodynamic equatior.rs is genelated florn ( 1) which allow

us to detennine the pararneters ofthe orthogonal expansion.

We will be concerned with this rnethod here.

IL-- I
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Three rnain trends prevailed in upper atmosphere

modeling, accolding to the approach for the solution of the

hydrodynarnic eqr.rations :

a)Analytical-empirical modeling, which combines

analytical expressions with data in an attempt to reproduce

the observed behavior ofthe pararneters representative of
the fluid characteristics of the rnedium.

b) Integral transfonn approach, which resorts to space-

tirne periodic functions to simulate the wavelike dynarnical

behavior of its representative pararneters.

c)NLrrnerical modeling, which uses numerical methods

to compute the space-tirne dynamical behavior of the

characteristic parametel's.

In this work, the fundamentals of the trends followed

in upper atmosphere rnodeling are briefly reviewed.
Emphasis is given to the rnathernatical aspects of each

method. This approach provides the reader with a better

tool to properly choose a rnodel appropriate to his needs.

The review begins with a section on the division of
upper atmosphere regions for rnodeling purposes. In section

3 the basic equations of flLrid dynarnics applicable to the

problem are presented. The next three sections present the

three main trends mentioned above. ln each section a proper

note is rnade of the grounds and essentials of the method

under consideration. Tlrese sections are composed of three

parts: one describes the essences ofthe methodology, the

other gives a brief mathematical account of the development

of the method and the last is concerned with a short

historical retrospective of the evolution of the considered

approach. Our presentation of the lnatter is closed with an

outlook on the general aspects ofthe three alternatives and

colnments on the advantages and shortcoming of each one

ofthe three techniques described.

THE UPPBR ATMOSPHERE REGIONS
FOR MODBLING

With regard to rnodeling, the main division of the

upper atmosphere can be traced to the characteristics of
the magnetic field within the region. Thus we will be

distinguishing two legions:

a) Low and rniddle latitLrde (L < 6) - including all the

plasma contained within the plasmasphere domain above

100 km.

b) High latitude (L > 6) - including the upper
atrnosphere plasma contained outside the plasmasphere but

in the nearby earth's environment above 100 km.
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The first of these regions cornprises a torours-shapped

volume surrounding the Earth containing a cool (T<10a K),
high density (n > 1O2crnJ) plasma. The charged particles

can flow along the closed geornagnetic field lines from one

hemisphere to the other. The fluid contained in this region

corotales with the Earth.

In the second region the plasrna does not corotate witlr
the Earth and its motion is controlled by electric fields of
magnetospheric origin. The geornagnetic field lines are

open which allows the thermal plasma to escape along thern.

Of course, solar particles can also penetrate along these

lines. The rnagnetospheric electric field that affects this

region is prevented to influence the plasmasphere by the

effective shielding provided by the ring curent (see Earle

& Kelley, 1987).

Under climatology conditions the driving mechanism

that affects the upper atmosphere, regardless the considered

region, is the solar radiation (solar EUV and UV radiation).

This radiation in incident at the top of the upper atmosphere

in the range 50Å-15004 which correspond roughly to the

energy range 250-8 eV. A recent work on the solar EUV
flux was presented by Richards et al. (1994). The incident

energy acts on the upper atrr.rosphere particles thlough
wave-particles interactions producing the ionized species

as well high energy electrons (photoelectrons). A recent

work on this matter is due to Zarnlutti (1997). The

photoelectrons transfer their energy to the neutral particles

locally producing further ionization or excitation of
electronic states (Zarnlulti, 1991; Schunk & Nagy, 1978)

or norl locally throLrgh an inter-hernispheric two-stream

transport rnodel (Stamnes, 1980, 198 1). The ultimate fate

of these photoelectrons was modeled by Lilensten et al.

(1989). The excited neutral and charged species undergo

subsequent chemical reactions before an equilibrium state

be reached. This aspect was studied by Eccles & Raitt
(1992) and Zamlutti (1997).

A large portion of the solar energy (in the range

2000Å- 3000Å) reaches the lower atmosphere where it
excites the O, constituent. Part ofthis energy is transferred

upwards by rneans of thermally driven atmospheric waves

(gravity and tidal rnodes). Theoretical accounts ofthis effect

were proposed (e.g. Teitelbaum & Vial, 1981;Yamanaka

& Frrkao, 1994), nurnerical rnodels carried out (e.g.

Miyahara et al., 1993) and experimental data base analysed

(Forbes et al., 1994). Estimates exist that the contribution
of the lower atmosphere is less than I 0% of the local upper

attnosphere energy budget (l(illeen, 1987).

C. .1. Zarnlutti
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At hìgh latitudes, rnainly during enhanced solar activity,

two additional driving lnechanislns become effective:

a) Plasma precipitation along rnagnetic field lines

causing aurora.

b) A dawn to dusk electric potential drop across

magnetic conjugate polar caps (see Roble et al., 1987).

The plecipitation of energetic particles is an energy

driving lnechanism which excites the upper atrnosphere

through collisional interactions. A theoretical account for.

this effect can be done using the approaches proposed by
Zamlatti (1 997 ), Starn n es ( I 9 80) or oth er eq u i valenr.

The electric field of rnagnetospheric origin is a
lnolnentulrì driving rnechanisrn. It results from the
interplanetary magnetic field (lMF) which is mapped down
along the geomagnetic field lines to the ionosphere (100-

500 km). It is perpendicular to the geomagnetic field and

drives the charged particles plasma into horizontal rnotion
(see Schunk, 1983).

These high latitude mechanisrns are responsible for
the weather effects on the behavior ofthe upper atmosphere.

Although they do not affect the clirnatology of the region
proviso is necessary to account for them for a satisfactory
mathematical modeling.

Under regular conditions the two considered regions

can be assurned to lre independent of one another. Thus, a
separate mathematical model can be developed fol each

region in accordance with its physical characteristics. Space

weather disturbances act to couple the two urodels

transferring electric field variations instantaneously frorn

the polar region to the Equator by means of a zero-order'

transverse magnetic waveguide rnode with attenuation

factor of l/10 (see l(ikuchi et al., 1978). Enelgy transfer

frorn high to low latitudes, I.ìowever, is a much slow process

by rneans of gravity waves propagation and meridional

circulation (see Richmond, 1979 and references tlrerein).

According to the altitude range the above regions are

subdivided in:

a) Thermosphere and ionosphere (100 km < z < 800

km), denoting neutral and charged species respectively.

b) Exosphele and protonosphere (z > 800 km)
denoting neutral and charged species.

THE BASIC EQUATIONS

Lorv and middle latitudes

It has been well established in the literatùre (SchLrnk,
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197 5 , 1977; Zarrr lutti, 1994) that the aúerage behavior of
each upper atmosphere constituent within the plasmasphere

domain above I00 km of altitude can be properly described

by the Navier-Stokes system of equations:

dp ldt + pV .u = 3p (4)

pdqldr +Yp - pg+V .!= 6M (5)

(z¡z)ap ¡ at + (slz)pv . a.+v . q + !: yu = 6 e

(6)

wlrere p, yand p denote respectively the rnass density, flow
velocity and pressule, g is the stress tensor and g the heat

flow vector. The right hand side (RIIS) of the above

equations expresses the perturbations in the paratneters

produced by mutual iuteraction (elastic collisions) and

external forcing (production and loss mechanisn-rs). The

particle rnotion is constrained by the action of the fields

represented by the accelelation a. The double dot in (6)

stands for the scalar product of two tensors or double
contraction or double scalar product (see Chapman &
Cowling, 1970). The other symbols have their usual
meaning; thus V is the space gradient and

d f dt = ôlôt + z¿ . V the convective derivative.

The stress tensor cau be courputed by:

, = -alv,1*1va)' -(2ß)(v .u)!l-(tlt),. fvq*(v,!)' -(zß)(v q)!
(7)

in the case ofneutral particles. Subscript t denotes transpose

and 1 is the iclentity rnatrix. lìere 17 in the viscosity
coefficient given by:

ry =(sl6) plu (8)

and u is the collision frequency (Schunk, 1975). For the

charged particles we have:

!+ (516) (elm)u-' (p" Z- !* D) = !,, (e)

where e is the particle clrarge and f. stands for the value
computed by (7) Here B represents the rnagnetic field
intensity.

llevista Brasilcira dc GeoJísica, Vol. l6(2/3), 1998
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(t7a)

(1 7b)

(18b)

(l 8c)

The heat flow vector for neutral particles is given by: 6 p = A

Q = ky (plp) 6 M :1c ,Qt, -u)'

õ E =l3C ,(*, * *)-'(p , ¡", - nl")

6 M = *lz*k,ur,,nnfur, -u)-Lk,nn,fu,, -r))

ëi E = E, k 
"on ", 011 .5 KT,n + 0.5m (u,, - u)'l-

-zk,nn,[t.ttf, + osm @,,- ù1

(10)

where * is the thermal conductivity cornputed by:

¡ = (z.s¡t)m-' (plu (11)

according to Schunk (1975).
For the charged particles the heat flow is computed by:

q -(s¡+)(e¡*)u-'qx B_= q,, (12)

where 4 is the value given by (10).

The particles acceleration is determined by (2) with G
given by:

G=g+2lxy+lxlxr (13)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, f is the earth's

angular velocity and 4 is the radius vector from the center

of the earth to the point where the equations are applied. In

the case of neutral particles only (13) holds in (2) since

they are insensitive to the Lorentz force. The correct way

to treat the electric and magnetic fields is to incorporate

the two Maxwell's equations:

a(e E)lat = v x (r^ a)- ¿ (14)

ôBlôt:-YxE (15)

to the system of fluid equations and consider E and B as

parameters to be determined. Here e ís the permitivity, p
the permeability of the medium and ¿f is the total current

density given by:

J = e(n"u, -Zn,u,) (1 6)

As for the RHS of Eqs (4)-(6) the contribution due

to elastic collisions is given by:

(l7c)

where C.¡ = lt.¡v in(S,/S), with ¡r, being the reduced
mass, v. the collision frequency, n the humber density and

S/S the transfer rate. The subscriptj denotes the colliding
species. The transfer rate is unit for neutral-neutral
interactions, is 0.57 for charged-neutral encounters and

given by:

s//s = os(u'lw')rn(r * +w'f u'),

where U is the potential and lfl the kinetic energies, for
Coulomb collisions (Zamlutti, 1994). The square of the ratio

between these energies is:

r¡'lw' =t6nnþK'f)

where K is the Boltzmann constant and f the temperature.

The perturbation resulting frorn the production and

loss mechanisrns due to chemical reactions was computed

by Eccles & Raitt (1992) to be:

a p = *(Zuknhft nn h - r, k,nn,) (l 8a)

where å represents reaction rates, subscripts ø and ó denote

reactant species a and á whose product is the desired species

s and subscript / denotes the species which reaòt with s to

destroy it.

The affeetedparameters during the transformation are

determined by:

Revista Brasileira de Geo/ísica, Vol. l6(2/j), 1998
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U.rt = U

Trt =T

u,,t, = ffilt (*,,U,, + mt,u t,)

T ¿, = ml' ( ntm uT t + m n't hTh + tn, m,,7,, + m, m,,7,,) +

+ (2 ß) (Knt,,\- 
t 

nx t f0 
. 5 lt,, t,( u,,, - r¿,,)t * Ef

where Fno is the reduced mass of particles a and b,

tn,,:n1,,*.t't'trand ,Ð is the energy absorbed or released during

the production reaction. The reaction rates and energy
requirements for the neutlal and charged particle chemical

interactions in the upper atrnosphere were compiled by Torr
& Torr (1979).

The primary plrotoelectron productior.r function can

be described by:

(d p),, = *ìnn f,i o,,v (r,,)dw,, (1 e)

(see Schunk, 1983; Lilensten et al., 1989;Zarnlutti,1997).

Here yrepresents the solar radiation flux at the considered

altitude with the energy r4 and o,, is the cross section of
particle species ó. The radiation flux y,r is attenuated by
absorption as it penetrates the atmosphere according to:

V =V-exp- ( (20)

where ( is the optical depth given by:

(21)

and ry_ represents the flux at the top of the atrnosphele

(Lrsually assuured above 1000 krn). The function CIl(þis
the Clrapman function for solar zenith angle X, H,,is the
scale height expressed by:

H ,, = KT,, f mg Q2)

The primary photoelectrons travel along rnagnetic field
lines (Stamnes, 1980, 1981) and produce secondary

ionization at the magnetic conjugate location. This requires

lengthy cornputations (see Lilensten et al., 1989 and

references therein) but as shown by Roble et al., 1987) can
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be sirnply accounted for assurning it to be 30% of the

primary ionization.

The prirnary photoelectrons receive energy fi'om the

incident radiation according to:

(d ø^),, = (z"t |t)-(u,), e3a)

where /r is the Planck's constant, l" the wavelength of the

incident radiation and (U.)o is the ionization energy of
particle specie ó (neutral target). Higher energy
photoelectrons travel along rnagnetic field lines to the

conjugate location where secondary electlons are produced

receiving an enetgy:

(dn),, = E^ -(u,)n (23b)

Lower energy photoelectrons exchange their excess

enelgy locally thlough inelastic collisions with ambient

electrons, ions and neutrons according to (l8c). Medium
energy photoelectrons excite rnetastable species
(rotational, vibrational and electronic excitation) with
energy valiations of;

(d n),, : E^ -u,, (23c)

where U _ is the exchange potential as in Zamlutti (1991).

This last ellergy variation is incorporated, itr

therrnodynarnics, in the energy equation by increasing the

coefficients of the pressure tern'ls in the LHS of it (see

Richmond, 1983; Meador et al. 1996) for the case of
diatornic targets.

High latitudes

Although the standard set of equations, (4)-(6), at the

level of the Navier Stokes approximation, with the stress

tensor, (7) and (9), at the level ofRayleigh friction and heat

flow vector, (10) and (12), atthe level of Newtonian cooling

can be used for high latitude rnodeling under restricted

conditions (Blelly & Schunk, 1993; Schunk, 1975) other

systems of equations are lrol'e suitable for this purpose. This

rnatter was undertaken by Blelly & Schunk (1993) who

concluded that the sirnplest of these systelns is the 8-mornent

isotropic system (Schunk, 1977), which is now curently used

in high latitude modeling (Robineau et a1.,1996; Diloy et

al., 1996; Cordier & Girard, 1996). lt is obtained if we add

to the Navier-Stokes equatiorls a heat flow expressed as:

\Ài

vi

(j

(!

Ç =Ðn,,o,,H,,CH(y)

p

o
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dq f dt +t.alq.vu+ {v .u)l*0.+(va) q +2.5Y(p'' p'z)+t.4

t.+v þy)+ @al dt - s). þ.t r!* g)- Gl nt)q x B = õ q

(24)

which puts the heat flow on an equal footing with density,

velocity and ternperature. This equation replaces (10) and

(12). Its corresponding elastic collision terrn is:

6q = 2c 
¡ 
p' lo ry i (u,1,',) q *(+ tt ¡ f nt _r)g].

(2sa)

where we displayed only the first component. A rnore

complete collision term is given by Schunk (1977) or

Zamlutti (1994).

To date no atternpt was made to incorporate the effect

of production-loss rneclranisms on (24). These effects can

be computed with the theory presented by Zamlutti (1997).

Fortunatelly the expressions provided by Eccles & Raitt

(1992) fills up this gap. It is
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actual results of the complete set of basic equations got for
some specified conditions.

Semi-empirical rnodels describe the upper atmosphere
parameters using analytical expressions combined with
observational data bases. This type is preferred because

cornbines theory and experirnental results.

The upper atmosphere pararneters (density, temperature

and velocities) are functions of space (a) and tirne (r). It
becarne colnlnon practice to split the space presentation of
models in: local or vertical parameter profiles and global or
horizontal pal'ameter variations. The combined results of
local and global modeling rnust conform to the basic

equations describing the behavior of the rnediurn. The usually

employed systelns of coordinates are the standard geographic

spherical system (altitude, latitude, longitude) and the tilted
spherical system aligned with the direction of the
geomagnetic dipole axis (altitude, geornagnetic latitude,

geomagnetic longitude). The first system is appropriate to

the study of the neutral particle behavior whereas the latter

is preferable for the charged parlicles.

The simplified expressions used to produce semi-

empirical and analytical models are obtained assuming steady

state conditions d/dt:0 and a static situation (4:!). Under

these conditions the fundarnental equations become:

v'q=68

(26)

(27)

(28)

wllose validity has been verified for the upper atmosphere

(e.g. Rishbeth & Garriott, 1969;Nagy & Schunk, 1987). In

the steady state one can consider the longitude-local time

equivalence under which conditions we have:

õf ãt =f rcos?ôf õþ (2e)

/ for longitude. These
the equation ofstate.

(30)

Hereafter the subscript 0 will be used to represent fixed

reference values. Charged particle local models (see

Dudeney & Kressman, 1986) are derived frorn (26) and

(27) which provide the necessary physical grounds for them

C..1. Zamlutti

6 g= 
Ì,,k u,h 8,,,, - | k,', g + (2sb)

Where again we displayed only the first cornponent.

The cornplete term is given by Eccles & Raitt (1992). The

pararneter affected duling the chernical reaction is

determined by:

4 ,,0 = ,t-3l,,ri,u,uoq ,,+ utlntn,,q ,,+(5f 
(r) ttr,,nt,,ttr (rrrl 

,, 
+ u,,r!)J

(2sc)

ANALYTICAL AND BMPIRICAL MODELS

Experimental data bases for the study of the upper

atmosphere are constructed based on data sets obtained by

probing it (locally or remotely) using electronic, optical or

rnagnetic devices.

Ernpirical models range from simple data organization

of data bases according to space, tirne or level ofthe driving
Inechanisms, to plots and simple curve fitting to the data.

Analytical rnodels are obtained from the solution of
one or more of the basic equations for over simplified
physical concepts and conditions. The data bases for
obtaining coefficients ofthese analytical functions are the

where B stands for latitude and
equations are complemented with

P=nKT

6P=o

Yp-pq=õM

Revistct Brasileira de Geo/ísica, Vol, l6(2/3), 1998
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(see Schunk, 1983). Neutral particle local models on the

other hand errploy (27) and (30) to provide the fundamental

expression for tlrerrr.

Below and around the ,F, region peak ofthe ionosphere

the charged particle densities are modeled by the idealized

Chapman layer

,, = (n,;/"")'/' .*p { tpl t - +-."n [-":-1... 
" 

] ]' l'L tr '\ il ) ^))

(31)

where fl is the peak procluction function, cc the
recombinatiort rate, z the altitude, I is the solar zenith
angle and /1 the neutral scale height. Around the peak of
the layers (31) reduces to a parabolic shape and this is the

basis for the so-called parabolic models (Dudeney, 1978).

Otherwise the exponential forrns predorninate (see Booker,

1977; Rawer, 1984; Rawer & Bilitza, 1989). Explession
(31) is easily derived from (26),(19) and (l8a).

Above tlre F, region of the ionosphere ambipolar
plasma diffusion predominates (see Rishbeth & Garriott,

1969) andthe charged particles reach diffusive equilibriurn

with the densities expressed by:

n = huexp [- (, - ,,,)l a ,,1 e2)

where no and zo are the density and altitude at a reference

height and H,, = K@" +f,)lmg is the scale height (e.g.

Benkova et al., 1984). Subscri¡rts e and i denote electrons

and ions respectively. Expression (32) is obtained from (27)

for an isothermal ionosphere (see Schunk, 1983).

Ionospheric serrri-empirical models are all grounded

on the results of(3 I ) and (32) as far as densities ofcharged
particles are coucerned.

As for neutral particles Eqs. (27) and (30) produce

the fundamental expression :

On thc llasic l-rcnds ol'tltc Uppcl Atmosphelc Mocleling - a lìcviov

(33)

which represent the hydrostatic equilibriurn valid for all

local type thermospheric models if õM = 0. Tnis equation

establishes the behavior of the n?n product in the
thermosphere. To detennine nand ?.from (33) Bates (1959)

proposed the relevant analytical expression:

7,, =T- -(r- -L).*p (- tÇ) (34)

where I is the asymptotic tentpel'ature upper limit, which
constitutes to date the basic relation for all sorts of
thermospheric temperature models. In (34) s is an ad.iustable

parameter and f,is given by:

t = f ]s QY sQ,)la,

depending orrly on the valiation of gravity with altitude.

Relation (34) is obtained frorn (28), (10) and (l8c).
Expression (33) holds for the rna.jor neutral atmosphere

constituent. To deterrnine the diffusion velocity of a minor
corrstituent we apply (27) to it and to the ma.lor specieé and

get by difference:

!!¡-LJ=b,¡n¡u¡I' loo - pq-Yp,+ p¡ç!]
II

il

when association, dissociation, ionization and
recombination effects are neglected and provided that the

density of the urinor constituent is knowrr. Density variation

in this case may be determined Lrsing (26) and the diffusion
velocity (see Rishbeth & Galriott, 1969).

Regarding charged particles, rnodel (32) can also be

Lrsed if appropriate temperature lrrodels are known. So far

it is necessary to rnention the lelevant contribution of Brace

& Tlreis (1978, I984) who provided the following very
useful expression to cornpute the electron temperature:

T, = at + (arz + o.)"*p(o42 + qsni + a6zni) trtl

where:

¿rr =1.05I.103 K; (t1 =1.70J.10t" Kknt-1;

cr, - 2.746. l0{ K; ct, = 5.122.10 't km-t ;

u5 = 6.094 .l0-t2 nt3 , cte = 3.353 . l}"tu knt-t ¡tf '

This expressiou was obtained by ernpirical rnethods

bt¡t it can be.iLrstified lry theory if we combine (28) with
(10) and (l8c) imposing the ionospheric constraints that
electrons are cooled by collisions with ions above 200 km

and given by (32) above 300 km. ln ít the ion density is
made equal to the electron density for simplicity. It is valid
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for day-tirne hours, since during nighttime hours the

electron temperature must relax to the neutral temperature.

A comparison by Pandey & Mahajan (1984) confirmed the

importance of (35) for upper atmosphere studies. An

alternative theoretical expression for (35) is presented in

Schunk (1983).

For the ion"temperature far fewer rnodeling attempts

have been made. So far all we know is that up to 400 km we

can use for it a Bates temperature profìle (34). Above 450

km { grows to { up to 4000 km where T,: To The growth

is nearly linear in logarithmic scale (Kohnlein, 1986). An

alternative theoretical computation using Vq = 0 above 600

km was suggested by Schunk (1983).

As far as upper atmosphere composition is concerned

allthat is known is by means of probing the medium using

mass spectrometers. Neutral particle cornposition is described

in Hedin (1983) and charged particle composition is found

in Philbrick & Rawer (1984) and Kutiev et al. (1984).

The global description of the parameter variations is

obtained employirrg a space-time function which accounts

for latitudinaland time variation of the verticalprofile of
the considered parameters. It is important to know that

longitude-tirne equivalence is usually assumed unless

higher accuracy is necessary (see Hedirr, 1983; Kohnlein,

1986). The global function has normally the following fonn:
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the rnean value (e.g. AF = Fro., -Fro.z with þ,0.,
denoting average value).

So far we were concerned mainly with low and middle

latitude, low altitude (z < 800 km) conditions. Density
models can be extended to high latitudes, but temperature

models must be looked with some caution because relation

(10) may not be valid (except as a crude approxirration).
The next step of cornplexity irnplies the release of the

static constraint still preserving the steady state equilibrium
restriction. Under these conditions we have:

v'(pu)= õ p (3 8)

(3e)

(spulz*g)-a'Yp=68 (40)

C..1. Zamlutti

Yp-pq.+Y.!=6M

G = I+Xc,{þind)- ti,.,.,. dependent term 
(36)

+Il',(sinØì (a,,cos atf + b,,sin a1t)-+time dependent term

wlrere P, are the Legendre polynomials and cù., are tlre
angular frequencies ofthe constituent periodicities observed

in the tinre behavior of the parameter. Here c,, a,,, and b..

are the coefficients of the spherical harrnonic expansion,

regularly determined usirrg the least squares fitting
procedure applied to the available data bases.

Besides global variations the profiles are weighted by

a function which accounts for the regular known variation

of the driving sources (solar radiation and magnetic
activity). The corresponding function lras the forrn:

G, =l+C.LF +C,,,LA (37)

where C, and C,,, are the coefficients for the solar and

magnetic activity terms, A denotes variation relative to

V

Expressions (38-40) were used to predict steady state

velocities for both neutral particles (Geisler', 1967;

Titheridge, 1995) and charged particles (e.g. Banks &
Holzer, 1969; Sanatani & Hansort, 1970; Lockwood &
Titheridge, 1982; Anderson,l973; Anderson et al., 1987).

They were important for semi-elnpirical models of the

protonosphere (plasmasphere), of the polar wind and also

of the low latitude ionosphere (equatorial anornaly).

Under the assurnptions of ambipolar plasma diffusion
(see Rishbeth & Garriott, 1969; Schunk, 1983) the electric

field is determined using (39) for the electrons which yields:

eE=-n;tôp,fõz (4 1)

and the vertical component of the electron and iorr velocity
is computed using (39) for the ions to get:

tt.=u,'sirr1cos1- 1-l,, sin2 tQt;tôn,f Az+f;tðr,,f Az+ u;t)
(42)

wltere u,,0 is the latitudinal component of the neutral
velocity, / is the dip angle, D,, the diffusion coefficient and

Tp the plasma temperature defined as:

T, =Q" +rtV2

D,, =ZkT,,l(*,r,,,)
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To determine neutral particle velocities frorn (39) we
assume that above 160 km the charged particles are

constrained to move along the magnetic field lines and the

u,;0 and u,,/, u,,tcos2.l (see Roble & Dickinson, 1974).

Moreover to a first order approximation viscosity is

neglected. Therefore from (13), (17b) and (39) results:

On the Basic 'lì'cncls of thc Upper Atmosphere Mocle ling - a Review

_ C, sin2 IY op + 2f sin 0Y ,p"'tto 
Cf sin' I + 4f t sinr g

(43)

(44)

which constitute Geisler (1967) approach to the computation

of neutral particle bulk velocities. Here V,, and Vo, represent

meridional and zonal gradients respectively. Expressions (43)

and(44) can be refined using their first order vertical profile
to introduce the effects of viscosity and nonlinear inertia
pointed out as shortcomings ofthis approach (see Titheridge,
1995). Other limitations concern the validity of the
assumption of steady state during dawn and dusk periods

and the quality of the results during nighttime when C.

decreases considerably. Sincep depends on G, ofEq. (36),

it seems reasonable to determine velocities by least square

fitting of data using tidal periods. This is the base of now
used methods (see Hedin et al., 1988;Titheridge, 1995).

Thermosphere empirical models date fiom the early
50's when Bates (1951) established the shape of the

therrnospheric telnpel'ature profile above 200 krn. The basic

ionospheric Chapman function (21), (31) has been known
since 193 I (Chapman, 193 l). Ionospheric models were

originally devoted to radio wave propagation purposes (see

Ratcliffe, 1962 and references therein), with the
construction of world-wide lnaps of critical frequencies.

However, it was during the 60's that thermospheric
models received considerable emphasis with the work by
Jacchia (1964) who standardized the types of atmospheric

variations and ionospheric model development took place

(see Nisbet, 1971 for past references) witlì geophysical

research purposes. During the 70's upper atmosphere
rnodeling got a definite place in space research with
thermosphere rnodeling (Jacchia, 1970,1977; Hedin et al.,
1914, 1977) based on a spherical harmonics developrnenr

for each neutral constituent parameter, and ionosphere
rnodeling (Nisbet, 1971 ; Bradley & Dudeney, 1973; Ching

& Clriu, 1973; Chiu, 1975; Booker, 1977; Dudeney, 1978)

which was in part dedicated to communication objectives
but started looking at the aim ofproperly reproducing the
behavior ofcharged particles. In the 80's the present ideas

of modeling were set down (Hedin, 1983, 1987, 1988;

Rawer, 1984; Rawer & Bilitza, 1989).

Theoretical models of wind velocities date the late 60's
(Geisler, 1967). These models wele steady state. During the

70's velocity models were described in ten.ns of spherical

lrarrnonics (e.g. Volland & Mayr', 1972; Straus eta1.,1975).
Blum & Harris (1975) solved the full system ofNavier Stokes

equations including winds. Spherical harmonics are now used

in lecent serni-errrpirical models (Hedin et al., 1988).

The mathematical development of arnbipolar plasma

velocities is attributed to Ferraro (1945). In the late 60's it
received considerable attention for protonospheric models
(Banks & FIoIzer, 1969; Rishbeth & Garriott, 1969). Its
mathematical theory is foLrnd in Chapman & Cowling
(1970). It is still used to determine the electron velocity in

high latitude rnodeling (e.g. Blelly & Schunk, 1993).

Protonospheric (plasmaspher.ic) and high latitude
modeling received rnore attention after Johnson (1960)
suggestion that the reversible charge exchange reaction
O+-FH+H++O was the dominant chemical mechanisur
above the altitude 800 krn. They received consiclerable

improvement with the works by Banks & Holzer (1963,
1969) who used the arnbipolar plasma model. Although
representative of the climatology of these regions steady
state rnodels lost their importance after l9l6 (see young

et al., 1980 for a brief past historical note).

At equatorial and low-latitudes the geomagnetic field
lines are nearly horizontal introdncing important transport
effect at an above the F2-peak density. Ther.efore its rnodeling

followed Eqs. (38-40). It started around the 60's (Hanson &
Moffett, 1966), but the highlights of serni-empirical versions

occulred with the SLIM and FA IM lnodels (Anclerson et al.,

1987; 1989). Problems and details of this sort of modeling
are given in the review by Stenning (1992).

INTEGRAL TRANSFORM METHODS

Integral transfonns are used to convert a diffèrential
equation ir.rto an algebraic equation ol at least to reduce the
nurnber of pararneters on which the variables of a differential
equation depend. With these purposes Fourier. transforr.n

_C,Y, p -2lsin?Y, p-'ttç' 
Cf sin 

t I + 4ft sin 
2 0
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methods were elnployed originally and expansions in

orthogonal polynornials have been used more recently in

the study of thennospheric and ionospheric dynamics.

The goal in this section is to describe the dynamical

behavior of the upper atmosphere by rneans of analytical

expressions necessary to express the global space tirne

behavior of the parameters of local ernpirical models.

hl this work we will be concerned with the tidal
equations ofthe thermosphere because oftheir relevance

to upper atmosphere studies (see Volland &. Mayr, 1977

Lindzen, 1979; Forbes & Garrett, 1979). The tidal studies

require spherical geometry and produced the shape ofthe
now used global function G of (36). To evaluate their
importance on the behavior of charged palticles one just
needs to recall that the ionization process occurs olt an

oscillatoly background of neutral particles. A rough idea

on this can be got combining (18a-c) with (26-23).

The routine in the theoretical derivation of tidal
equations uses the following assuntptions:

a) The earth is assumed to be a srnooth sphere.

b) The atrnosphele is assumed to be a compressible,

hydrostatic, shallow, perfect gas.

c) The wave fields are assullled to be small
perturbations on a basic state.

We will be more interested in the thermally driven
pefturbations of migrating type. Under these circumstances

linearization holds and the longitude-time variations go like

exp- in ,Q +þ w}tere /is the longitude. Furtherrnore

we denote with subscript 0 the mean value of the paratneter

and subscript I its linear pelturbation.

Followirrg Forbes & Garrett (1976, 1979) the
continuity equation can be used beforehand when the only
component of the rnean velocity is in the direction of the

known space variations (i.e. the longitudinal direction).

Under these circurnstances the density perturbatiorr
becornes:
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T,lT,, = p,l p,, - P,l p,, (46)

We are now left witþ a system of four differential

equations depending on r and Q The equations are
essentially non separable but approximating the effects of
ion drag and viscous force by an effective collision
ft'equency they can be made separable (see Volland & Mayr,
1977). The heat conduction is also approximated by a

Newtonian cooling tenn. With these sirnplifications the

equations depending on r are:

ôp,fôr = -Spt (a7a)

C..1. Zamlutti

- (3tùli,(, n :h)fo, * {,rù o,,y u, - u,, H-, p,, +

uuó

r cos9
+ (slz) p,- nÇr;tT,,p, - pi'7,,p,)= U u

(47b)
wlrgecc stands fol the Newtonian cooling coefficient and

we assumed that the horizontal scale lengths are much larger

than tlre vertical scale height. The effect of stresses in @7b)
was also discarded. The uncomfortable presence of the

divergence of horizontal velocities will be rernoved from
(45) and (47b) with the introduction of the concept of
equivalent deptlr as done by Volland & Mayr (1()77). The
presence of zonal winds do not significantly affect the

separability since they can be discretized in 0 anyway.
The equations depending on 0 are:

-ln (Ð+

h* gp,,Y,,.utr, -ia p, =g (48b)

where subscript å was used to denote horizontal entities,

I stands for the earth's angular frequency and å- is the

separation constant called equivalent deptlr. Here D is an

effective collision frequency which simulates the ion drag

and viscous force effects (see Volland &. Mayr, 1977).

Afterelirnination of Y,,'ur,, in (45) and (47b) we
get a system of linear inhomogeneous ordinary differential
equations of first order in r comprising (45), (46) and

ll ,,ú

rcos0
!!n * utlt¡ +21 xt¿,,,sin0 + pitY ¡ p, = 0

(48a)

e,=li,(,**b)l Y (p,,a) (4s)

where r is the radial distance fi'om the earth's center to the

considered volume elernent and B is the latitude.
Temperature variations can also be expressed in terrns

of pressure and velocity variations using (30) and (45)
from which:
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(47a,b). Conversely (a8a,b) constitute a system of
hornogeneous diffelential equations of first order in dknow
as Laplace equation. The soh.rtions of this last systern are

expressed in tenns of the Legendre polynomials
(eigenfunctions) which determi¡re the actual stt'uctut'e of,

all upper atrnosphere pararleters and is expressed by the

function G presented in (36). The standard procedure

consist irr writing ttttt = _VÕ-(0)+ V x Y (á)r 'l anO

then solve (48a and b) to detelrnine O(d), Y(á) and l-
(eigenvalue of the Laplace equation).

The details about the solution of the tidal equatiorr

will not lre presented here since they can be found elsewhere

(e.g. Volland & Mayr, 1977; Forbes & Garrett, 1979 and

references therein). Instead, we call attention to the fact

that the irnportance of the study of tidal waves cornes frour

three chalacteristics of them:

I ) Diurnal ancl sernidiurnal tidal oscillations are

excited by H,O and O, absorption in the troposphere,

stratosphele and lower r.nesosphele.

2) Upward ¡rropagating tides are not attenuated below

90 knr.

3) Tidal oscillations are subject to significant
dissipation by ion drag, eddy and rlolecular diffusion of
heat and lnolnentuln above 90 krn.

Thelefore, tidal oscillations constitute an irnportant

transport rnechanisrn of energy frorn the lower to the upper

atmosphere.

The upper atrrrosphere wavelike phenorlena start being

systematically stLrdied after the landmark work of Hines

(1960), who established the bases for the stLrdy of gravity

waves. Tidal atrnospheric phenornena received special

attention after the pioneering works of Lindzen ( I 966) and

Volland (1966); in these earlier days the trend can be

understoocl this way: the tidat perturbation in the

thelurospheric pararnetels is a function of time, longitude,

latitude and altitude, .f Q, 1, 0, ,),and approaches were

attempted in order that an approximation of the type:

J' Q, ø, o,r) = .f, (t).fø (ù.f, @).f , 0) (4e)

could be Lrsed. This urethod certainly holds for planar

geometry (gravity waves theory) and can be extended for

spherical geometry if the eqdations are ovelsirnplified
(classical tidal theory). A review on this matter was

presented by Lindzen & Chapman (1969).

On the Basic 'l-rencls o1'the Uppe r Atrrosphelc Morlcling - a Rcvierv

The late 60's and earlier' 70's were characterized by

attelrlpts to coulornr tidal and gravity waves theory into an

unified approach. Along this line we have the works by

Volland (1969); Spizzichino (1969a,b,c, 1970a,b) and

Lindzen (1970).

llong & Lindzen (1976) showecl that the.ioirrt presence

of Coriolis and viscor,rs forces prevents the separation of
the vertical frorr the latitr.rdinal de¡rendence of the

thelmospheric parauleters in spherical geometry. One rnust

then resolt to the solLrtion of the full system of four
differential equations courprising the three lnourenturn

equations and the energy eqr.ration by nutrerical methods

(see Forbes & Garrett, 1979). Part ofthe advantage ofthe
spectral models is then lost by the non separability of the

eqirations.

The approach presented hele is close to that reviewed

by Volland & Mayr (1977) which redr.rces the quality of
the nurnerical results in favor of separability and analytical

solutions, rnore allpropliatecl to be used in errpirical
rrethocls. A general review comrrrenting on tlie
shortcourings of each methodology was presented by

Lindzen (1979).

Duling the 80's the eflorts were couceutrated to

conform theoretical siurulations with actual observations

of tidal oscillations (e.g. Forbes, l982a,b), as well as to

determine the extent of influence of the energy brought by

these oscillations to the lower and r.rpper therrnosphele and

ionosphere (e.g. Groves & Folbes, 1985).

Recent effot'ts al'e corlcerltrated on the ar.nount of
nlolllelltul.n and enelgy transferred by tidal oscillations fi'orn

lower to the upper atrnosphele (e.g. Forbes et al., 1993;

Miyahala & Forbes, 1994).

Tidal stLrdies are appropriate to account for the

thelmosphere dynamics at low and rniddle latitLrdes. Tidal

oscillations also modulate the behavior of the ionized

palticles, up to altitudes of 600 km. The technique is rrot

used fbr the protonosphere. At high latitLrdes inpulsive
driving sources of weather phenornena can trigger gravity

waves.

NUMERICAL MODDLS

These models are otherwise called theoretical models

or plrysical rrrodels. They are characterized for the

allowance for an arbitrary time dependence for the
paralneters. To this extent they are suitable to more ploperly
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model the actual tiure behavior of the upper atrrrosphere

than the preceding approaches. Conversely they lequire

much lnore courputational worl< which urake thern feasible

if huge cornputer facilities are available.

The methodology consists in tlatrsforming the

differential equations into difference equations which are

solved Lrsing finite difference techniques. Finite elerrrent

techniques, which to a first order reduce to the finite

differences, can be looked as a possible step towards

irnproving numerical cornputations. The systern of
equations is divided into two sets: the diagnostic and the

prognostic equations. The first set includes the continuity,

the hydlostatic (vertical momentuur) and the equation of
state (30) which hold no rnatter the instant of tirne. The

second set comprises the energy and the horizontal
lÌomentunl equations, which forecast the future state of
the model. This division is very sirnilar to the one adopted

in Section 4. The vertical variable is replaced according to

the relation:

z =ln(p,,1 p) (50)

which is based on (33) and therefot'e the horizontal

equations are solved on an isobal'ic surface. This sulface is

covered with a grid that has latitudinal and longitLrdinal

step sizes which depend on the conrputer capacity. Anyway,

the separation of the grid knots cannot be larger than the

horizontal scale length. Also, the largestvertical separation

allowed between isobaric surfaces is the scale height. The

radial range is then covered by unequally spaced

cornputational results. Finally, the time lesolution is

constrained on the one hand by the scale time of the

phenomenorl rnodelecl and on the other hand by the

cornputer limitation. Therefore, this method may not

conforrn to all the available computer facilities.

To date two groups could satisfactorily model the

upper atrnosplrere using this method: the NCAR
(National Center for Atmospheric Research) in the

U.S.A. and the U.C.L. (University College, London) in

England. They use CRAY type cornputers and al'e now

able to handle coupled thermospheric-iouospheric
models with this approach. Eletrodynarnical coupling

and feedback was also introduced in the NCAR model

(Richrnond et al., 1992), using steady state vet'sions of
(14) and (15). They established the resolution liurits as:

5' for latitude, 20o for longitude, 20 pressure levels and

5 min. time steps.

171

The rrumerical procedule consists irr writing the

holizontal differential operatols in terrns of finite clifference

operators and then getting at each grid element a differential

equation depending on time and altitude as:

ô¿lôr = Aô'tf at'+ Þô¿f ôz+Çs+a. (5 1)

where underlined syrnbols denote vectors and symbols

underlined twice replesent rnatrices. For thennospheric

models (see Fuller'-Rowell & Rees, 1980; Washington &
Williamson, 1977; Schunk, 1988a; Schunk& Sojka, 1996a),

the solLttion vectors, q at each rnesh point has the forrrr:

t=(Tuout)' (s2)

where the superscript I stands for transpose. The vector a-

is the forcing vector per unit rrrass which is equivalent to

an acceleration. For ionospheric models the density p
replaces I(see Schunk, 1988a).

The nonlinear tenns present in (5 l) prevent analytical

solutions of it to be obtained. Therefore one nlust rely on

nurnerical techniques to solve (5 l). The use of Rayleigh

friction and Newtonian cooling can reduce (5 l) to a first

ordel equation but still with nonlinear characteristics.

In older to solve the above differential equation upper

and lower boundary couditions must be specified. The

constraint at the top isthat õs f ôz = 0 and the restriction

at the lower boundary islhat uo =uø = 0 in the lower
lirnit and the pressure surface be isotermal. More lecently

the lower boundary conditions for the horizontal velocities

and pressure surface were modified to account for the tidal

energy transferred from the lower atmosphele (Forbes et

al., 1993). Initialconditions are imposed to integrate (51).

The influence of cornposition changes in global

therrnospheric rnodels was assessed by the NCAR
(Dickinson et al., 1984) and by the UCL (Fuller-Rowell &
Rees, 1983) groups Lrsing different schernes. Regardless

the undertaken approach the method consists in assuming

thennal equilitl'ium among the different species and then

handling each constituent set of continuity and momentum

equations to confbnn with the avel'age determined density

and velocity for the whole mixtLrre. Density conrpositiorr

and diffusion velocities are computed at each step of
integration; or, as iu Fuller-Rowell & Rees (1983) use is

rnade of the mean rrrolecular rnass fol a binary rnixture and

its continuity equation of the form:

C. .1. Zarnlutti
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ôm f ôt + u,,'V m + u -ôm f ô p -
- DVi,m - @n\-' põ Qr ' Dnpônt f ô p)l a p -
* (nù-' paln' nnm-'(nt - rr,)(,r., * n,,)]f a p : o

(53)

where rz, and nt, are respectively the lnasses of the rnajor

ancl minor constituents.

ln spite of the considerable efforts done so far (see

Rasmussen & Schunk, 1990) tlre incorporation of a

plasmaspheric model in conjunction with the already

existing thermospheric-ionosphelic coupled models has not
being done yet. Among the problems encountered were the

questions about the aclequacy of tlre ex isting plasrnaspheric

models, to ploperly quantify tlte actual phenornena

occurring under quiet and disturbed conditions. More recent

effort (Wilson et al., 1992), however, indicate that
regardless of the type of the model (kinetic or fluid) the

effective restriction is connected with the RHS of the

rnodeling equations. To this extent the latest works on

elastic collisions and production-loss mechanisrns (Wilson
et al., 1992; ZamlLrtti, 1994, l99&a,b) are prornissing.

Bailey & Sellek (1990) presentecl a cornprehensive

plasrnasphere nunterical rnodel in agreelnent with the

current trend for nurnerical processing. Solving the fluid
equations along a rnagnetic field line they obtained a

diffusion equation of the form (5 I ) where the cornponents

for the vectol' .r are the clensities of O*, H' and He' and

another identical equation for the ion temperatures. The

electron terxperature is also cornputed with an equation of
the forrn (5 1). Since the ion rnotion is organized along the

rnagnetic-field lines and decoupled florrr the perpendicular

drift, it can be cornputed with a modified velsion of (42)
and the problem reduced to one dimension. lts extension

to three dimensions is done using the horizontal velocity:

!!t,=lxr+ExAf82 (54)

The additional assumptions of plasrna neutrality and

a basic arnbipolar flow allow the determination of the

electron parameters from the ion ones.

High latitude coupled ionosphere-protonospheric
models are based on the same glounds as the plasmaspheric

models, namely:

a) Charged particles motion is organized along
magnetic field lines (one dimensional problem).

b) Field lines and perpendicular drifts are decoupled.

On the llasic -l-rcnds of thc lJppcr Atmosphcrc Mocleling - a lìcvierv

c) Charge neutrality and ambipolar flow characteristics

holds.

Also the use of the eight-rnoment approximation for
the distribution firnction discards the effect ofstresses and

the heat flux is corrputed with appropriate equations. Under
these circurnstances (5 1) can be recluced to a fil.st order
differential equation (see Cordier & Girard, 1996) and

becomes the basic equation to detennine the field Iines

characteristics of the parametels. Since I x r decreases

considerably the horizontal velocities will be due to the

external electric fields according to (54). This results was

pointed out by Schunk (1983).

Considering the time dependent equations for the

equatorial and low latitude ionosphele it is sirnple to show

that the density variation follows the diffusive equation

which is essentially (51).

Therrnospheric nurnerical models started to be

developed as early as 1962 with the work by Harris &
Priester (1962). It was a one dimensional model which
presented theoretical inconsistencies but contributed to
show that the solar EUV energy could not be the only
heating source of the thermosphere. Soon Dickinson &
Geisler (1968) proposed the first model with three-
clirnensional characteristics.

During the 70's the model by Stubbe (1910) considered

the solution of the full coupled systerr of hydrodynamic
eqr.rations for neutlal and charged particles. He considered

ten particle species with a total of 50 equations which were
reduced to a system of 10 equations. The results did not

irnprove significantly the quality of thermosphere rnodeling
but contributed significantly to the under.standing of the

coupling rnechanisms between neutral and charged par.ticles.

Dickinson et al. ( 1975, 1977) finally set dowrr the guidelines

for the preseut three-dimensional global models of the

therrnosphere and confirmed the need of two energy sources:

solar heating and joule heating to properly reproduce
experirnental measurelnents. In the 80's numerical rnodels

were considerably irnproved with the development of l.ruge

conlputer facilities. Initially the bulk thermospheric
characteristics were determined (Fuller-Rowell & Rees,

1980; Dickinson et al., 1981). Next an account for two or.

rnore neutral species was considered (Fuller-Rowell& Rees,

1983; Dickinson et al., 1984). This was followed by an

extension to coupled thermosphere-ionosphere models
(Fuller-Rowell et al., 1987; Roble et al., 1988). Finally
electrodynamical coupling was incorporated in the combined

therrnosphere-ionosphere rnodels (Richrnond':f al., 1992).
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Eq. (51) to determine the ion densities was used by

Stubbe (1970). However, the methodology of using the

Lagrangian framework for the solution of the transport

equations in ionospheric models was employed by Schunk

& Walker (1973) and adopted since then (e.g. Fuller-

Rowell, 1987; Sojka, 1989).

During the 70's and earlier 80's regional models were

developed for rniddle latitude (Stubbe, 1970; Schunk &
Walker, 1973; Roble, 1975; Young et al., 1980) and high

latitudes (Schunk et al., 1975; Schunk & Raitt, 1980).

Combined global models appeared in the late 80's (Schunk,

1988a; Sojka, 1989).

Protonospheric nurnerical models started in the earlier

70's (e.g. Schunk & Walker, 1973; Moffett & Murphy,

1973; Banks et a1.,7974) but it was only in the late 70's

that plasmaspheric models with interhemispheric fluxes of
plasrna, which use (5 1) to determine the ion densities

appeared (see Bailey et al., 1978). During the 80's various

groups dedicated their efforts to plasrnaspheric modeling

(e.g. Young et al., 1980; Bailey etal., 19871' Rasmussen &
Schunk, 1 988) and several questions were raised concerning

the influence of chemistry, collisions, kinetic or fluid
approaches, existence of thermal anisotropics. More recent

rnodels use the fluid approach (Rasrnussen & Schunk, 1990;

Bailey & Sellek, 1990).

High latitude, charged particles numerical models were

developed since the late 60's using hydrodynamic
approaclres (Banks &. Holzer, 1969; Schunk et al., 197 5),

During the 70's kinetic models received considerable

attention (Lernaire, 1972' Lenaire & Scherer, 1973). In

the 80's semi-kinetic models were focussed (Barakat &
Schunk, 1983). More recent efforts use the eight-moment

approximation of Blelly & Schunk (1993) with the

advantage of reducing the problem to one dimension along

tlre magnetic field line (Robineau et al., 1996; Cordier &
Girard, 1996; Diloy et al., 1996). Comparisons between

semi-kinetic and hydrodynamic models (Demars & Schunk,

1991) showed close agreement which led us to conclude

that regardless of the type of the model the effective

constraint in the quality of the results is connected with the

RHS approximations.

Although the essentials for numerical rnodeling of
the equatorial and low-latitude ionosphere were reviewed

by Moffett (1979) effective irnplementation occurred

since then. IngenioLrs working versions of numerical

models were developed by Bailey et al. (1993) and

Bittencourt (1996).

t73

OUTLOOK

The three fundamental trends of upper atmosphere

rnodeling present distinct aspects and each one fits specific

needs. The semi empirical models conform better with
reality since their data bases are'experimental
measurements. Spectral models describe reasonably the

regular space-time behavior of the upper atmosphere and

are based on spectral analysis of observed data. Numerical
models are more representative of the physical mechanisms

involved in the upper atmosphere response to the solar

radiation excitation. Conversely, each alternative to

modeling presents inherent shortcomings resulting from

their form to deal with the modeled phenomena. Semi-

empirical rnodels exclude transient responses during the

culve fitting procedure and are dependent on representative

indices to account for the driving energy mechanisms.

Spectral methods require a large nurnber of hannonics to

model transient responses and are dependent on the

effectiveness in the description of the energy sources.

Numerical models require also a large amount of
computational work and are presently restricted to
lnacrocolnputers.

Three elernents have been considered by Zamlutti
(1990) as relevant in atmospheric rnodeling:

a) The way to handle the system of fundamental

equations.

b) The choice ofthe boundary conditions.

c) The effectiveness of the considered models of the

erlergy driving rnechanisms.

Regarding item a) the three alternatives to upper

atmosphere modeling present strict similarity. Allthe trends

tend to separate the vertical (or equivalently the field
aligned) equations from the horizontal (or perpendicular)

ones. Besides the computations are carried out to account

for the bulk particles (major species) characteristics.

Particular species pararneters are derived based on diffusive
equilibrium.

As for item b) all modeling alternatives essentially

agree since the preferred choice goes to time instants and

places when and where the driving rnechanisms amplitudes

are minima.

As far as item c) is concerned the different trends are

alike. The terms modeling the various driving mechanisms

can all be added in the RHS of the basic equations. This is

equivalent to a multiplicative weighting amplitude of the

upper atrnosphere response. The use ofenergy indices (solar

C. J. Zamlutti
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and lnagnetic) in the seuri-ernpirical lnodels has Iong been

pointed out as a restrictive aspect ofthis option but studies

carried out were inconclusive (see Roerner et al., 1983;

I(illeen, 1987; Joselyn, 1995). Conversely, the stonrr time

urodels of high latitude sources ale usually consiclered as

limiting elernents of the quality of spectral and numelical

models (see review by Rees, 1995).

In a balance it results that all the modeling approaches

end up been equivalent. The spectral or spherical harrnonics

rnodels can be considered as the space time integral
transform of the numerical methods. The serni-enrpirical

models discard sorne less significant terrrrs of the veftical
profile equations but compensate this by confomring the

sirnple analytical profile to the actual observed shape

function. When extending them with the global function
one is rnaking a fbrmal equivalence with the space tinte

behavior of spectral models.

Detailed comparisons showing collected data on

densify, ternperature and velocity and their respective rnodels

have been carried out by Sclrunk &. Szuszczewicz (1988);

Rees & Fuller-Rowell (1992); Schunk & Sojka (1992,
1 996b); Sojka et al. (1992); Rees ( I 995). It was realized that

regardless the type ofrnodeling fine-structuled space features

and rapid ternporal variations still challenge upper
atmosphere modellels Considering their results and what was

presented in this work one can sunrrnarize fol users:

a) Semi-empirical ntoclels provide a sirrple l¡ases for
cornparisons with data. They account for the chinlatological

component of the results. Discrepancies lnust be analysed

as weathel aspects and eventual measurements etrors.

b) FIigh qLrality nurnerical models are able to produce

weather inforuration if their driving tenrrs refer specifìcally

to the considered tiure interval. Deviations in this case are

rnost probably due to inaccuracies in the data taking and

processing ltrocedure. Otherwise only the climatological
cor.r.rponent is reliable.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work a brief overview of sorne of the essential

aspects of the thlee basic trends of the Lrpper atrrospher.e

modeling was made. lt could be concluded that concerning

the average respouse of tlre upper atrrrosphere to fbrcing
rnechanisms all rnodels are equivalent. Transient responses

are, however', bettel modeled by numerical methods.

Frorn what has been shown in th is work we can suggest

a few guidelines for future research:

On thc Ilasio l-rcncls ol'the Uppcl Atntosphelc Mocleling - a Rcvierv

a) Search for effective sim¡rle analytical expression

for clensity and temperatures of charged par.ticles.

b) Make irnproverrents on the model to represent the

effect of molecular viscosity ancl ion drag in the sirnplified
tidal theory to still keep the equation separable,

c) Research rnore thorough going forms to solve the

vertical differential equation of the nurnelical models.

Action on this last suggestion direction started with
Sclrunk (1988b) bLrt is still in progress (Lu et a1.,1995;
Millward et al., 1996).
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SOBRE AS TENDENCIAS BASICAS PARA MODELAGEM ATMOSFERICA
- UMA REVISÃO -

A atmoslèra superior é urn meio colnposto por partículas

neutras e carregadas, que interagem entre si, estão su.jeitas a

ação de excitação externa de origerrr solar e restritas pela ação

de carnpos: gravitacional, clétricos e magnético. Modelar este

rreio é encontlar uma descrição matenrática satisfàtór'ia sobrc

seus corrportalrentos tetnporal e espacial.

O comportarnento médio de cada constituinte cla

atmoslèra superior pocle scr descrito pelas equações c'le Navier'

Stokes:

dpldt + pY .4: $p

pd4ldt +Yp - pq+V .!= 6 ¡vt

þ¡z)ap ¡ at + (slz) pv . tJ+v . c¡ + r :Y u = 6c

(1)

(2)

(3)

onde, p, 1¿ e p representalr rcspectivarrente densiclade cle

r"nassa, velocidade cle l'luxo c prcssão; 4 é o tensor de esÍbt'ços

e q o vetor de i'luxo cle calor. O lado direito das cquaçõcs

acirna cxprcssau'ì ¿rs perturbaçõcs produzidas ucsses

parâmetros pelas ações clc intelações tt'tittuas (colisõcs

elásticas) e cxcitação externa (produção e perda cle partículas).

O vetor a exprirre a f'orça por unidade de tnassa que atu¿t

sobre a partícula consiclerada.

Os rnétodos analíticos e ernpíricos baseiatn-se eur

soluções rnatcmáticas para um sistetna reduzido das equações

básicas. Poclem representar o colrportamento local (perlis

verticais) dos parârnetros ou global (variações horizontais).

As explessões usadas para produzi-los consideraur nulo o

tensor de esforços, conclições cle estabilicla<j " (A ¡ at = O) 
"

situaçiìo cstálica (r, = q) Ncstc caso:

a) A clensiclacle, para partículas lìeutlas, pelnlauece

constaute para cacla altura, no decotrel do tenrpo. Para

partículas carregadas, ela é deterrninada pelo equilíbrio cntrc

produção e perda das mesrnas.

b) A equação dos morrentos complernentada pela

restrição 6M =0 epelaequaçãodeestado, P:tt KT onde

¿ é densidade nt¡mér'ica de.partículas, K a constantc dc

Boltzmann e 'f a temperatura absoluta, deterrnina o

comportaulento cla pressão com a altura.

c) A equação da energia pode sel aproxirnada pela

fórmula de Bates:

T" = 7", - (r", - 2,,)"*p- '(, - t,,) Ø)

onde z é altur¿r, s um parâmetro aiustável os índiccs 0 e inlÌnito
indicam extremos inIèrior e supcrior do modelo.

Os rnodelos globais utilizarn exprcssões obtidas pelos

nlétodos cle llanslbrnradas integrais.

Os métodos de transfbrrnadas integrais são usados para

couverter rìrra equação dilelencial em cquação algébrica. No

caso são utilizadas variações do tipo exp- inatQ + /) onde

ro é a velocidade angular, I o telnpo e $ a longitr"rde (em

uniclades de tempo). Adota-se o nrétodo cle perturbações para

rcsolvel as equações. Assim obtém-sc:

a) A perturbação linear cla densidadc clepende do

clivergente da perturbação linear de velocidacle.

b) A eqLração horizontal dos rnonrentos estabelece a

depenclência latituclinal clas pelturbações.

c) A clependência vertical clas valiações lineares é obtida

usando-se as equações vertical clos urourentos e da enelgia.

Os conrpoltalneutos latitudinal c veltical clas

perturbações lineares são intcrligaclos pelo clivergente
horizontal de velocidades. Utiliza-se uma constantc de

separação para usá-los. Obtéln-se a cquação clc Laplace cu.ia

solução é expressa cm ¡rolinôurios cle Legeuclre, para

clepenclência latitLrd inal.

Os nrétodos nunrér'icos pelmitem aos parâmetros utna

dependência terrporal arbitrária. Consistern err translbrtnar

as cquações dif'erenciais etr equações clc diärenças fìnitas.

O sisterna é dividido cnr 2 conjuntos de equações: cliagnósticas

e prognósticas.

a) O prinreiro con jur.rto inclui a equação da continuidade,

a hidrostática c a cquação de estaclo cuja soh"rção independe

clo tenrpo.

b) O segundo conjunto corrpreende as equações da

energia c clos rromcntos holizontais quc prevêetn o

cornportalreuto lituro clo moclelo.

Paraa variável vertical usa-sc arclação, = ln(p,, I p).

A clivisão pala clilcrcnças finitas irnplica nunra cobertura

horizontal enr f'orma cle grade. Para cada elernento cla grade

obtém-se nova equação clifercncial clepenclente cle teurpo e

da ¿rltura na lbrma:

ô;f at = fô'¿f Az' + t]_A;f ôz + Çt + çt. (5)

onde q é o vetor das variáveis prognósticas e a- o vetot' das

excitações.

Cada urn dos métodos preenchetn necessidades

cspecílÌcas. O semi-empírico l'ornecc urna inf.orrnação rr-réclia

sobre a atlrosf'era superior. O cle transf'orrnadas integrais fàz

uma análise espectral do conrportarnento esperado da atrnosfèra

para urna dada excitação. Os rnétodos numéricos descrevem

ru-rais adecluadalreute a evolução ternporal clos lènômenos.
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